No. EDN-H-Ele(1)B(6)Misc-2019  
Directorate of Elementary Education  
Himachal Pradesh, Lalpani, Shimla-1

Dated Shimla-171001, the 11 June, 2020

To

All the Deputy Directors of Elementary Education in Districts of Himachal Pradesh.

Subject: Regarding implementation of transfer/adjustment orders in respect of JBT/HT/CHT/PAT teachers.

Sir,

Transfer approvals of the competent authority, in respect of various categories of teachers, are being conveyed to you from this Directorate time to time wherein a condition is also being conveyed which is as under:-

However, these transfer/adjustment orders will be implemented after the notification for re-opening the schools issued by the Govt. after the COVID-19 lock down is over.”

In this context, you are directed to treat the aforementioned condition null and void and issue/implement the transfer approvals keeping in view the remaining conditions.

(Signed) Rohit Jamwal
Director Elementary Education  
Himachal Pradesh.